IPitimi’s cloud based fax solutions provide a wide range of capabilities to customize a tailor made document solution for your business needs. Each capability can be used independently, or in conjunction with any other:

- **Paper**- Send and receive faxes directly from your fax machine with our ATA fax enabled device.
- **Fax to Email**- Incoming faxes are sent directly to as many email inboxes as needed!
- **Desktop Application**- access an online portal to archive, send and receive faxes.
- **Mobile**- Receive and send faxes straight from your phone
- **All of the above**

**Why IP-Fax?**

- **Cost Effective** - Traditional phone systems rely on costly copper phone lines in order to function. IP Fax requires nothing more than the internet connection you already have!
- **Robust Features** - Don’t feel limited by paper only faxes. Allow your business to evolve along with the new and revolutionary capabilities of technology.
- **Mobility** - By incorporating a virtual backbone to your fax service, you gain the ability to access your fax system anywhere, at any time. From the remote worker, to those always on the go, no one will be left behind.
- **HIPPA Compliant** - Sending faxes over our fax enabled device is HIPPA compliant and the data is secured by super strong SSL encryption techniques.

For more information, please contact IPitimi!

1-855-IPITIMI
sales@ipitimi.com